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Abstract 1 

Targeted delivery of bioactive agents, growth factors, and drugs to skin wounds is a growing trend in 2 

biomaterials development for wound healing. This study presents a printable hyaluronic acid (HA) based 3 

hydrogel to deliver yeast-derived ACE-inhibitory peptide of VLSTSFPPW (VW-9) to the wound site. We first 4 

conjugated tyramine (Ty) on the carboxyl groups of the HA to form a phenol-functionalized HA (HA-Ty); 5 

then, the carboxylic acid groups of HA-Ty were aminated with ethylenediamine (HA-Ty-NH2). The primary 6 

amine groups of the HA-Ty-NH2 could then react with the carboxylic acids of the peptide. The hydrogel 7 

was then 3D printed and crosslinked with visible light. The modification of HA was confirmed by 1H NMR 8 

and FTIR. The swelling capacity of the conjugated hydrogels was 1.5-fold higher compared to the HA-Ty-9 

NH2 hydrogel. The conjugated peptide did not affect on rheological properties and morphology of the 10 

hydrogels. The 3T3-L1 fibroblast cells seeded on the peptide-modified hydrogels exhibited higher viability 11 

than the hydrogels without the peptide, indicating that the peptide-enriched hydrogels may have the 12 

potential for wound healing applications. 13 
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1 Introduction 1 

Certain peptides can act as regulators for enzyme activity which are responsible for directing various 2 

cellular reactions and metabolic pathways. The high specificity of peptide sequences and their ability to 3 

inhibit functions of particular enzymes renders them effective bio-stimulants and regulators of enzyme-4 

driven processes [1, 2]. Arginylglycylaspartic acid (RGD) is a commonly reported tri-amino acid sequence 5 

peptide motif for conjugation onto biomaterials to enhance cell adhesion and proliferation [3-5]. The 6 

beneficial effect of other short peptide sequences, such as Nap-GFFKH Ac-ILVAGK-NH2 and Ac-LIVAGK-7 

NH2, for the healing of full-thickness excision and burn wounds were also reported [6, 7]. VW-9 peptide 8 

with the angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) reducing activity is responsible for blood pressure 9 

moderation. The ACE-inhibitory activity of the peptide of VLSTSFPPW (VW-9) was confirmed in our 10 

previous studies [8, 9], reporting that the VW-9 acted as a non-competitive inhibitor and bound with equal 11 

affinity to the ACE enzyme and substrate-enzyme complex [10]. Additionally, given that no amino acids in 12 

the active site of ACE were involved in the interaction with VW-9, it can be hypothesized that the impact 13 

of this sequence on ACE function can be more predictable and efficient in terms of blood pressure 14 

regulation. Therefore VW-9 peptide may be a potential candidate to lower blood pressure at the site of 15 

the wound and stimulate the healing processes in the wound bed [10, 11].  16 

Hydrogels with tunable structure and high hydrophilicity that can maintain skin hydrated, support 17 

the debridement of the necrotic tissue, and prevent infection have the potential to mimic the properties 18 

of tissue extracellular matrix (ECM), facilitating remodeling and wound healing [12-14]. It has been 19 

reported that the presence of certain drugs, growth factors, minerals, antibacterial agents, and bioactive 20 

peptides improves the performance of hydrogels as wound dressings [15-17]. 21 

Natural polymers can be co-assembled with short peptides and form hydrogels under various 22 

conditions [3, 18, 19]. Polysaccharides such as hyaluronic acid (HA), chitosan, heparin, and alginates have 23 

been used to increase the adhesion of peptide-based materials [18, 20]. However, the lack of control over 24 

the release of the peptides is one major drawback [21]. Therefore, there is a need for localized and 25 

sustained delivery of the peptides which can be met through chemical or physical interaction between 26 

peptides and hydrogels to prolong the release and enhance the peptide activity [21-23]. Among the 27 

natural polymers, HA is an essential component of skin tissue repair and healing. HA is a naturally 28 

occurring substance found in the body that plays a critical role in the health and appearance of the skin. 29 

It is a substance that helps to bind cells together, keep moisture in the skin, and provide structural support 30 

to the skin. Additionally, HA helps to keep the skin supple and soft and can help to reduce the appearance 31 
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of scars from injury or surgery. HA also helps to promote the production of collagen. Finally, HA is essential 1 

for the healing of wounds. It helps to promote the growth of new skin cells and helps to reduce 2 

inflammation and pain associated with injury [24, 25]. In our previous study [26], we showed the potential 3 

of VW9 peptides for skin wound healing. In this study, our objective is to develop a 3D printable HA-based 4 

biomaterial, modified with the VW9 bioactive peptide with potential use as a wound dressing. To achieve 5 

this, HA was modified with ethylenediamine to provide free primary amine on the HA backbone for 6 

conjugation with carboxylic groups of the VW-9 peptide. It was hypothesized that slow release of the 7 

peptide via degradation of modified HA hydrogel would supply the peptide during the healing.    8 

2 Materials and methods  9 

2.1 Materials 10 

Hyaluronic acid (HA) was purchased from Xi’an JKA Biotech Co., Ltd., China, with Mw of 299849 11 

g/mol. Sodium persulfate (SPS) was from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Tyramine hydrochloride (Ty) 12 

was obtained from Biosynth (Berkshire, MA, USA). 4-(4,6-Dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-4-13 

methylmorpholinium chloride (DMTMM) and deuterium oxide (D2O) were purchased from Tokyo 14 

Chemical Industry (Tokyo, Japan). Riboflavin 5’-monophosphate sodium salt 73-79 % fluorometric (RF) 15 

was purchased from J&K (Pforzheim, Germany). Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), 16 

Trypsin/EDTA, Glutamine, Penicillin-streptomycin, fetal calf serum (FCS), DMEM with high glucose, 17 

Hoechst, and Ethidium homodimer were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA).  18 

2.2 Synthesis of HA-Ty 19 

Ty was conjugated on the HA backbone as previously described with some modification [27]. 20 

Briefly, two g of HA was dissolved in 200 mL of deionized (DI) water under stirring (200 rpm) at  37°C. 21 

Then five mmol of Ty and five mmol of DMTMM were added to the solution [28] and the reaction 22 

was run for 24 h at 37°C. After the reaction was complete, the solution was dialyzed for four days at 23 

room temperature (25°C) with a 14 kDa cutoff membrane in distilled water with at least three 24 

changes per day. Following the dialysis, samples were poured into plastic dishes and frozen for 25 

three-four h before lyophilization for three days. The resulting dried product – tyramine conjugated 26 

hyaluronic acid (HA-Ty) was kept in a moisture-free desiccator until further use.  27 

2.3 Synthesis of HA-Ty-NH2 28 

The substitution of carboxylic acid groups of HA-Ty with the primary amine of ethylenediamine 29 

was carried out following the previous methods [29, 30]. Initially, the remaining carboxylic acid groups of 30 

HA were calculated by subtracting the substitution degree of Ty from the initial HA carboxylic acid groups 31 

via 1H NMR of HA-Ty; then a 30-equivalent excess of ethylenediamine according to the remaining 32 
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carboxylic acid groups was added into the aqueous solution of HA-Ty with a concentration of 0.5% w/v. 1 

The pH of the reaction mixture solution was adjusted to 6.5 by HCl (1M). 20-fold equivalent excess of EDC 2 

and NHS according to the remained carboxylic acid groups of HA-Ty were dissolved into the reaction 3 

mixture and stirred at 150 rpm for 24 h at 25°C. The mixture was dialyzed by a dialysis membrane 14 kDa 4 

against distilled water for three days, and the water was changed three times per day. To precipitate the 5 

HA-Ty-NH2 powder,  five g NaCl was dissolved into 100 mL of the dialyzed solution before the addition of 6 

400 mL of 70% ethanol. The precipitated white powder was redissolved in water and lyophilized after 7 

dialyzing for three more days. 8 

2.4 Synthesis of HA-Ty-NH2-C (conjugated HA-Ty-NH2) 9 

 The peptides were conjugated on the HA-Ty-NH2 backbone by the reaction between the primary 10 

amine groups of HA-Ty-NH2 and the carboxylic acids of the peptide and named HA-Ty-NH2-C (Figure 1a). 11 

Initially, HA-Ty-NH2 (1% w/v) was dissolved in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) containing 0.1% v/v of acetic 12 

acid. A 5-fold equivalent of NHS and EDS according to the equivalent of the primary amine groups of HA-13 

Ty-NH2 with a ratio of 1:1  (equivalent: equivalent) was added into the solution. An excessive amount of 14 

the peptide (300 mg (5-fold equivalent of the peptide according to the equivalent of the primary amine 15 

groups of HA-Ty-NH2, which was calculated by integration of the peak related to conjugated 16 

ethylenediamine)) was dissolved in the solution and stirred at 150 rpm for two days at room temperature. 17 

The solution was dialyzed against distilled water for three days with two daily changes. The purified 18 

solution was lyophilized for 48 h and stored at -18°C until use.  19 

2.5 Synthesis of HA-Ty-NH2-B (Blended HA-Ty-NH2) 20 

To evaluate the effect of the conjugated peptide on various properties of HA-Ty-NH2 including 21 

rheological properties, swelling, degradation, water retention, and cell viability, an equal amount of 22 

peptides with the amount of peptides that were conjugated on HA-Ty-NH2 were blended with HA-Ty-NH2 23 

and named HA-Ty-NH2-B. The amount of conjugated peptide on HA-Ty-NH2 was measured by the BCA 24 

protein assay kit [31] (at 32.7 µg/mg (3.27%)).   25 

2.6 Hydrogel formation 26 

HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-B, and HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogels were prepared via photocrosslinking of the 27 

conjugated Ty on HA induced by Riboflavin and visible light irradiation at room temperature and limiting 28 

the access of the light based on previous studies [27, 32]. Briefly, according to the molecular weight of 29 

each sequence of the synthesized HA-Ty-NH2 with or without peptide, solutions of three% w/v of HA-Ty-30 

NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-B, and HA-Ty-NH2-C were prepared. Then, 0.001g of RF and 0.047g of SPS per one mL of 31 
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the solutions were added and vortexed to reach the final concentrations of two mM and 20 mM, 1 

respectively. The photocrosslinking was achieved by irradiating the solutions with a visible light source 2 

with a power of 2500 mW/cm2 at 440nm for the 60s. RF in the exposure to visible or UV light by absorbing 3 

the photon energy excites to 1RF*, which is unstable with a short lifetime (10-8s)[27]. The singlet RF 4 

transfer to a highly reactive 3RF* with a more lifetime (10-2s). The 3RF* is an oxidant biradical that can 5 

generate reactive singlet oxygen (1O2) via energy transformation to O2 or generate radical ions and free 6 

radicals via reaction with solvents and other substrates[27]. SPS as an oxidizing agent and is used as a 7 

catalyst in the photo crosslinking with RF. SPS dissociates into radicals and SO4
-2 in presence of the 3RF* 8 

helps to speed up the reaction by supplying electron to the reaction and acts as a co-initiator to crosslink 9 

the phenol moieties. Then, the crosslinked hydrogels were kept overnight to complete the crosslinking 10 

reaction [27].  11 

2.7 Hydrogel Characterization  12 

 1H NMR analyses of the hydrogels were performed at 25°C using a 400 MHz Varian INOVA 13 

spectrometer with D2O as the solvent to confirm the conjugation of Ty, ethylenediamine, and the peptide 14 

on HA and to determine the substitution degree of synthesized polymers (HA-Ty, and HA-Ty-NH2). 15 

The 1H NMR spectra for 10 mg/mL of the polymers in D2O were recorded, and the NMR data 16 

processing (Fourier transform, phase correction, baseline correction, and chemical shift referencing 17 

of the spectrum) was performed using MestReNova x64 software [33, 34]. The infrared spectra of the 18 

HA, HA-Ty, HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-B, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and the peptide were determined using the FT/IR-6600 19 

spectrometer (JASCO, Japan) with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and 64 scans per spectrum. The morphology of 20 

the cross-section of the hydrogels and the effect of the peptide on the structure of the hydrogels were 21 

evaluated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (HITACHI, SU-70, Japan).  22 

2.8 Physical parameters of the hydrogels 23 

The yield of HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and HA-Ty-NH2-B hydrogels was measured by comparing 24 

the initial wet weight of each sample (Mi) and their dried weight (Md) after incubation in an oven at 40°C 25 

for four days via following equation [35]. 26 

𝑌𝑒𝑖𝑙𝑑(%) =  
Md

Mi 
× 100                                                                                                                                             (1) 27 

The swelling behavior of the hydrogels was investigated by changing the weight of the hydrogels 28 

during incubation in PBS with a pH of 7.4 at 37.5°C. For this purpose, 100mg of the hydrogels were 29 

incubated into 10 mL of the buffer (Wi), and then at pre-determined time points (0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 24, 48, 30 
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and 72 h), the weight of the hydrogels was measured again after removing the surface water by paper 1 

tissue (Wd). The percentage of capacity of the hydrogels to uptake water was calculated using equation 2 

two[36].  3 

𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 (%) =
(𝑊𝑑−𝑊𝑖)

𝑊𝑖
× 100                                                                                                                                                                     (2) 4 

To measure the water retention ratio, 50mg of the dried hydrogels were incubated in the buffer 5 

(PBS with pH of 7.4) at 37.5°C for two days to swell completely. The fully swelled hydrogels were 6 

separately placed into a 24-wells plate and left at room temperature to evaporate their water. At pre-7 

determined time points (0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 12, and 24 h), after absorbing the water on the surface of the 8 

hydrogels were weighted (Mt). Then the hydrogels were transferred into an oven at 60°C for four days to 9 

dry and reach a constant weight (M0). Finally, according to equation three, the hydrogels’ water retention 10 

percentage was calculated[35]. 11 

𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 (%) =
(𝑀𝑡−𝑀0)

𝑀0
× 100                                                                                                                             (3) 12 

The hydrolytic degradation was assessed as follows. The weight loss behavior of the hydrogels 13 

was studied by comparing the weight of the hydrogels after soaking in PBS (pH of 7.4) at 37.5°C for three 14 

days (to absorb water (Mi) fully) and the weight of the hydrogels after each time point (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 15 

and 7 days) (Md). At each time point, the hydrogels were taken out from the PBS and placed in an oven 16 

at 40°C for four days to dry. The degradation percentage of each hydrogel was calculated via the following 17 

equation[35].  18 

𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(%) =  
(𝑀𝑖−𝑀𝑑)

𝑀𝑖
× 100                                                                                                                             (5) 19 

 The porosity of the HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-B, and HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogels was measured by the 20 

liquid displacement method [37]. A known mass of the freeze dried hydrogel sample was placed into a 21 

graduated cylinder containing a known volume (V1) of ethanol for five minutes. The total volume (V2) of 22 

the ethanol and sample was recorded, then the sample was removed and the volume (V3) of the 23 

remaining ethanol was recorded. Three replicates were taken for each sample and porosity was calculated 24 

using equation 6. 25 

Porosity =
V1−V3

V2−V3
× 100                                                                                                                                         (6) 26 
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2.9 Rheological investigation  1 

The viscoelastic properties of the hydrogels with and without peptide were studied using a 2 

rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 302, Austria) equipped with a plate-plate geometry (25 mm) at 37°C. 3 

Oscillatory tests were performed to determine the effect of peptide incorporation on the storage modulus 4 

(G’) and loss modulus (G”) of the hydrogels [38]. The hydrogel precursors (300 µl) were deposited on the 5 

rheometer plate, and the photocrosslinking using visible light was performed before the experiment. First, 6 

a frequency sweep test (0.1-10 Hz) was carried out with a constant strain of 0.1%. Moreover, the linear 7 

viscoelastic region of (LVR) was determined by an amplitude sweep test (1-1000%) at a constant frequency 8 

of 1Hz.  9 

To investigate the effect of photocrosslinking, the viscosity of the HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-B, and HA-10 

Ty-NH2-C solution and hydrogels were evaluated between shear rates of 0.001 to 1000 1/s using a 11 

rheometer (Anton Paar MCR 302, Austria) equipped with a plate-plate geometry (25 mm) at 25°C.      12 

2.10 Peptide release measurements 13 

To study the release rate of the peptide from HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and HA-Ty-NH2-B 14 

hydrogels by BCA protein assay kit [31], 100mg of the hydrogels were incubated into PBS (pH of 7.4) at 15 

37.5°C. At pre-determined time intervals (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72, 96, 120, and 144 h), 50µl of the 16 

media was transferred into 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes containing 200µL of cold acetone (-20°C). The 17 

mixture was vortexed, incubated at -20°C for 30min, and centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 10min. The 18 

supernatants were decanted, and the tubes were placed at room temperature for 30 minutes to 19 

evaporate the remaining acetone. The peptide pellets were dissolved into 50 µL of DI water by vortex and 20 

subjected to BCA protein assay. The concentration of the released peptides was calculated using a 21 

standard curve. The cumulative release of the peptides from HA-Ty-NH2-C and HA-Ty-NH2-B was 22 

calculated according to the following equation[39].  23 

𝐸 =
𝑉𝐸 ∑ 𝐶𝑖+𝑉0𝐶𝑛

𝑛−1
1

𝑚0
× 100%                                                                                                                                                                          (6) 24 

Where the E is the cumulative release of the peptides (%), VE is the volume of the withdrawn 25 

release media (50µL), V0 is the initial volume of the release media, and Cn and Ci are drag concentrations 26 

(µg/mL) at the sampling time i and n, and M0 is the initial mass of peptides in the hydrogels. The release 27 

rate of peptides from the hydrogels was investigated in triplicate.  28 
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2.11 Cell culture and cell seeding 1 

Fibroblast cells (3T3-L1) were grown as previously described [36, 40]. All powder-like reagents, 2 

including Riboflavin, SPS, HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and HA-Ty-NH2-B, were sterilized by UV for 2h before 3 

reconstitution in sterilized HBSS [41, 42]. All other solutions were sterile-filtered. Hydrogel samples of 50 4 

µL volume were placed in 96-well plates or Millicell EZ SLIDE 8-well glass (Merck, Kenilworth, NJ, USA) and 5 

incubated for one day in DMEM. The next day, 5 x 103 cells in 20µl of cell culture medium were placed on 6 

the hydrogel after removing DMEM, followed by filling wells with a new cell culture medium. Samples 7 

were placed in a cell incubator (37°C, 5% CO2) for the next 1, 3, and 7 days and the cell culture medium 8 

was changed daily. 9 

2.12 Cell viability and staining 10 

To estimate the viability of 3T3-L1 seeded on the surface of the hydrogels, samples were treated with the 11 

CellTiter 96® AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation Assay (MTS, Promega) [40]. On days 1, 3, and 7, cell 12 

media was removed from the wells, followed by the addition of 100 µL of DMEM and 15 µL of MTS 13 

reagent, and incubation at 37°C for 3h. After the reaction, the supernatant was recovered and transferred 14 

into another 96-well plate and read at 492 nm (Epoch, BioTek®, USA). The cell viability was calculated over 15 

time (1, 3, and 7 days) in relation to the experiment control (HA-Ty-NH2 hydrogel) (viability equal to 100%) 16 

to normalize the absorbance of each experimental group [43]. To investigate the distribution of cells on 17 

the hydrogels, LIVE/DEAD staining with Hoechst and Ethidium homodimer was performed. For this 18 

purpose, the samples on day five were washed with warm DPBS and incubated with ethidium homodimer-19 

1 (10 µM) and Hoechst (10 µg/mL) at 37 °C for 45 min. After washing the samples with DPBS and cell 20 

fixation with paraformaldehyde (PAF, 4%), the cell viability of the hydrogels was observed through a 21 

fluorescent microscope (ZOE, Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA), in which the live cells were blue and dead cells 22 

were red. Micrographs were randomly taken during hydrogel observation. 23 

2.13 Printability 24 

To demonstrate the printability of the hydrogels, the hydrogel precursor was transferred into a 10 mL UV-25 

shielded syringe. A GeSim BioScaffolder 3.2 (Germany), a pneumatic-based extrusion printer, was 26 

employed to deposit the material on the surface of a culture dish according to a pre-designed pattern. 27 

The hydrogel precursor was pneumatically extruded through the 25G metallic nozzle employing a pressure 28 

of 20 kPa and a speed of eight mm/s. Extruded strands of the hydrogel were subjected to visible light 29 

photocrosslinking (Dymax, VisiCure, Mavom, Belgium) at a power of 2500 mW/cm2 at 440nm immediately 30 

after deposing onto a Petri dish. Printed 3D hydrogels were cured for one min following the printing 31 

process to obtain stable hydrogel printouts. The printability of the hydrogel precursors (25G nozzle, speed 32 
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10 mm/s, pressure ~ 20 kPa) without and with peptide (both blended and conjugated) was investigated 1 

utilizing the in-situ crosslinking approach. To quantitively determine the printability, the hydrogels were 2 

printed into grid patterns (20 x 20 mm) or parallel lines, photographed with a scale bar, and the perimeters 3 

of three different inner squares and diameters of the lines (n=3) were measured using ImageJ (NIH, USA) 4 

[44]. Gathered values were used to quantitively determine pore squareness, based on the circularity of 5 

the pores inside of a grid – Ps (equation 7) [45, 46]. 6 

𝑃𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  
𝐿2

16𝐴𝑡
× 100                                                                                                                       (7)      7 

Where L [mm] is the perimeter of the square inside of a printed grid and 𝐴𝑡  [mm2]  corresponds 8 

to the theoretical area of the square inside of a printed grid. Ideally, Pg =100 %, indicating perfectly square-9 

shaped pores [45, 47]. 10 

Additionally, the printed straight lines were used to determine the accuracy of the printing in 11 

relation to the size of the nozzle used, and the spreading phenomenon occurring upon material deposition 12 

[48, 49]. For this, we calculated strand accuracy according to equation 8. 13 

𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑚

𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝
× 100                                                                                                                      (8)      14 

Where 𝐷𝑛𝑜𝑚 [µm] is the nominal diameter of the nozzle used for printing (here 25 G = 250 µm), 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝 15 

[µm] is the diameter of the extruded strand. Ideally, A=100 %, indicating the printed strand diameter same 16 

as the diameter of the nozzle used [50]. 17 

2.14 Statistical analysis 18 

All experiments were carried out in triplicates, and the results were expressed as means ± standard 19 

deviations. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software Inc.) Using 20 

one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc tests. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically 21 

significant.  22 

3 Results and discussion  23 

3.1 NMR analysis  24 

Introducing phenol groups to the HA backbone allows for inducing gel formation by employing 25 

photocrosslinking mechanisms [27]. Using photosensitizers and exposition to the light with a wavenumber 26 

at 405nm enables photocrosslinking leading to covalent and temperature-irreversible gelation [33, 34]. 27 

The characteristic peaks at 6.7–7.2 ppm, attributed to the conjugated phenol groups of Ty in the HA 28 

backbone, revealed the success of the reaction (Figure 1a(2)), which agrees with existing reports [51, 52]. 29 
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The degree of substitution with Ty based on 1H NMR was estimated at 4.8% [52]. Moreover, the functional 1 

grafting of HA with Ty was proven by the formation of a gel upon visible light photopolymerization with 2 

Riboflavin/SPS system [27]. 3 

To confirm the amination of HA-Ty with ethylenediamine, 1H NMR was performed on HA-Ty-NH2 4 

(Figure 1a(3)). Since the amination of HA and conjugation of Ty on HA occur via the reaction of carboxylic 5 

groups of HA. The methyl groups of HA do not contribute to the reactions, the peak at 2.04 ppm, which is 6 

labeled with A, is related to the protons of methyl groups of HA and was used as the reference peak to 7 

calculate the substitution degrees. The protons on the sugar rings of HA in 1H NMR spectra of HA-Ty 8 

illustrated the signals from 3.36 to 3.87 ppm. The sharp peak at 4.74 ppm is assigned to the solvent (D2O). 9 

The conjugation of ethylenediamine on HA occurred via activation of the primary amine using EDC/NHS 10 

and reaction with the carboxylic groups. The appearance of two peaks at 2.90ppm and 3.12ppm related 11 

to the four protons of ethylenediamine at two different places (which are labeled with C and D in Figure 12 

1a(3)) attest to the successful amination of HA-Ty. Moreover, after the conjugation, the peaks assigned to 13 

sugar rings of HA-Ty-NH2 showed a slight shift (from 3.39 to 3.85 ppm), while other peaks were constant. 14 

Similarly, it has been reported that conjugation of ethylenediamine on HA changes the location of the 15 

protons of the sugar rings of HA and exhibits two new peaks before the sugar rings’ peaks [29]. The 16 

percentage of 23.51% substitution degree was calculated by comparing the integration of the peaks 17 

related to ethylenediamine with the integration of the peak related to the methyl groups of HA as a 18 

reference peak with 1H NMR.    19 

The activated free primary amine by NHS/EDC formed a covalence bond with carboxylic acid 20 

groups of the peptide. The presence of the conjugated peptide was confirmed by the appearance of some 21 

new peaks in different ranges (such as from 0.79 to 1.24 ppm, from 3.29 to 3.77 ppm, and from 7.12 to 22 

7.59 ppm) and at 1.93 ppm  (Figure 1 a(4)). In peptide-conjugated HA (Figure 1a(4)), the peaks assigned 23 

to the protons of methyl groups shifted to 1.99 ppm from 2.04 ppm and the peaks related to the protons 24 

on the sugar rings of HA moved to 3.29-3.77 ppm from 3.39 to 3.85 ppm compared to their location in 1H 25 

NMR of HA-Ty-NH2. The characteristic peak related to protons of ethylenediamine, which was located at 26 

2.90, which is marked with C in Figure1, transformed to 2.77ppm, while another peak, which was at 3.12 27 

ppm in 1H NMR of HA-Ty-NH2 (marked with D), overlapped with the peaks of peptide and sugar rings of 28 

HA around 3.29 to 3.77 ppm. No shift was not observed in the location of the peaks related to the 29 

conjugated ethylenediamine and methyl group in the NMR of HA-Ty-NH2-B, which were located at 2.90, 30 

3.12, and 2.04 ppm.    31 
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3.2 FTIR spectra of the hydrogels 1 

The FTIR spectra of HA, HA-Ty, and HA-Ty-NH2 are shown in Figure 1 b. The FTIR spectra of the dried 2 

hydrogels HA-Ty-NH2-C and HA-Ty-NH2-B and also peptide powder are depicted in Figure 1c. The efficiency 3 

of FITR in confirming the reaction between functional groups of two components has been reported by 4 

monitoring the intensity and position of peaks related to the functional groups [11, 53]. Although the 5 

spectrum of HA-Ty was largely similar to the FTIR spectra of HA, by converting carboxylic bonds to N-H 6 

bonds, the peak of carbonyl groups slightly moved from 1604cm-1 to 1608cm-1. Similarly, it has been 7 

reported that the FTIR spectra of HA-Ty remain similar to the spectrum of HA after conjugating Ty on HA 8 

[54]. The FTIR spectra of amination HA-Ty showed a new peak assigned to amine groups of 9 

ethylenediamine at 3280cm-1 [29].  10 

By adding peptides to the structure of the hydrogels either by conjugating or blending, the peak 11 

related to the N-H and N-H2 became dominant compared to the peak of hydroxyl groups that appeared 12 

at 3276cm-1. The conjugation of the peptide on HA-Ty-NH2 via the reaction between carboxyl and amine 13 

groups leads to transformation at a wavenumber of carbonyl from 1601cm-1 in HA-Ty-NH2 to 1617cm-1 in 14 

HA-Ty-NH2-C. In comparison, the carbonyl peak of HA-Ty-NH2-B moved to 1604cm-1. The peak related to 15 

the carbonyl groups shifted more by conjugation than blending since the physical interactions are weaker 16 

than chemical bonds. Therefore, the FTIR results of the hydrogels confirmed the results of 1H NMR. 17 
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 1 

Figure 1. Formula and 1H NMR spectra (a); FTIR spectra of HA, HA-Ty, HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, HA-2 

Ty-NH2-B, and peptide (b) and (c). 3 

3.3 Physical properties of the hydrogels  4 

The physical properties of the HA-Ty-NH2-Chydrogels, such as form (Figure 2a), porosity, swelling, 5 

and hydrolytic degradation, which may affect peptide release, cell adhesion, viability, and moisture 6 

absorption, were investigated. The porosity of the samples were around 70%. 7 

The swelling behavior of the hydrogels was investigated (Figure 2b) for three days. The blended and 8 

conjugated peptide samples increased the swelling rate and ultimate water uptake so that the final weight 9 

of HA-Ty-NH2-C and HA-Ty-NH2-B hydrogels were more than 900% of their initial weight, while the 10 
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ultimate percentage of water uptake of HA-Ty-NH2 hydrogel after 72h was around 600% (Figure 2b). A 1 

faster swelling ratio was observed for HA-Ty-NH2-B compared to HA-Ty-NH2-C and HA-Ty-NH2 in the first 2 

five hours. However, after five hours of swelling, the water uptake rate of the blended hydrogels was 3 

lower than that of the conjugated hydrogel. It was hypothesized that a rapid release of the peptide 4 

containing amino acids with polar groups from the blended hydrogel within five hours decreased the 5 

hydrophilicity of the HA-Ty-NH2-B compared to the hydrophilicity of the HA-Ty-NH2-C.   6 

To prove the claim of the burst release of the peptide from HA-Ty-NH2-B hydrogel, the ability of the 7 

hydrogels to conserve water over time was studied (Figure 2c). The rate of losing water for HA-Ty-NH2-B 8 

at the first  5h was higher than HA-Ty-NH2-C, which might be due to the release of the peptide from the 9 

hydrogel during the swelling. The slighter decrease in the water retention ratio of HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogels 10 

can be due to the trapping of the water molecules in the hydrogel structure via the formation of polar 11 

bonds and limiting water evaporation. 12 

It is worth mentioning that the hydrolytic degradations were assessed after two days of soaking the 13 

hydrogels in PBS (pH of 7.4 and temperature of 37.5°C) since the weight of the hydrogel remained 14 

constant after 48h in the swelling test. The degradation of the hydrogels followed the same pattern as 15 

swelling (Figure 2d). The presence of the peptide decreased the stability of HA-Ty-NH2 hydrogel, so HA-16 

Ty-NH2-C and HA-Ty-NH2-B hydrogels degraded (dissolved) on day five. A higher swelling of HA-Ty-NH2-B 17 

and HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogels than HA-Ty-NH2 hydrogel due to polar groups of the peptide might increase 18 

the force on the crosslinked sites via increasing the number of molecules of water within the hydrogels 19 

that, leads to faster degradation. The same trend has been reported for increasing the rate of water 20 

uptake and degradation of hydrogels by increasing the concentration of peptides [15].      21 

3.4 Rheological investigation  22 

The effect of chemical and physical peptide incorporation on the viscoelastic properties of the HA 23 

hydrogel was evaluated using rheological investigation (Figures 2e and f). The frequency sweep result 24 

(Figure 2e) demonstrated a frequency independent of G’ and G” for the hydrogel indicating the covalent 25 

bonding after the photocrosslinking [36, 55]. Moreover, the peptide incorporation did not affect the 26 

viscoelastic properties of the hydrogel. At the frequency of 1 Hz, the storage modulus of HA-Ty, HA-Ty-27 

NH2-B, and HA-Ty-NH2-C was close and in the range of 157-185Pa. Hence, the frequency result exhibited 28 

that the peptide incorporation had no effect on the viscoelastic properties of the hydrogels, regardless of 29 

the method of conjugation. This phenomenon could be due to the low content of the peptide in the 30 

hydrogel, as well as its low molecular weight (1 kDa).  31 
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Furthermore, like the frequency sweep, the amplitude sweep test revealed no difference among 1 

the hydrogel (Figure 2f). Moreover, all hydrogel samples exhibited a similar critical strain at around 500 2 

%, which G’ and G” crossed, showing a gel-sol transition of the hydrogel. The viscosity of the HA-Ty-NH2, 3 

HA-Ty-NH2-B, and HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogel precursors containing RF and SPS before photocrosslinking and 4 

after photocrosslinking (hydrogel) between shear rate of 0.001 to 1000 1/s were investigated to 5 

determined the effect of the crosslinking on the viscosities (Figure 4g,h). The viscosity of the precursors 6 

and hydrogels was decreased by increasing the shear rate. However, the viscosity of the gel precursor  7 

was 103 times lower than the viscosity of the hydrogels post crosslinking.   8 

3.5 Morphology of the hydrogels  9 

To study the microstructure of HA-Ty-NH2 base hydrogels and the effect of the peptide on the 10 

morphology of the hydrogels, the morphology of the cross-section of HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and HA-11 

Ty-NH2-B hydrogels were investigated by SEM micrographs (Figure 2i-k). The results showed no difference 12 

in the morphology of the hydrogels. All the samples showed a microporous structure and similar pore 13 

sizes. SEM results showed that the peptide’s conjugation on HA-Ty-NH2 had no effects, such as decreasing 14 

pore size and porosity, which are vital features for the absorption of wound exudate and delivery nutrition 15 

to the cells, on the structure of the hydrogels [56]. 16 

3.6 Peptide release measurement 17 

Figure 2l shows the cumulative peptide release from HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and HA-Ty-NH2-B 18 

hydrogels. The blended hydrogel showed a burst release in the first 6h, with 69±3.6% of the peptides 19 

released after 6h. This fast release could be due to a lack of chemical interactions with HA-Ty-NH2. The 20 

release continued at a lower rate than the initial burst release from the HA-Ty-NH2-B hydrogel for six days 21 

so that the ultimate cumulative concentration of the peptide was 84±2.8%. The chemical interactions 22 

between carboxylic groups of the peptide and amine groups of HA-Ty-NH2 postponed the start of release 23 

from HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogel for 12h. After that, the peptide concentration increased at a relatively 24 

constant rate in the media (PBS with pH of 7.4) until six days, and the final cumulative concentration 25 

reached 53% of the conjugated peptide on HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogel. The trend of the peptide release from 26 

HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogel followed the pattern of the hydrolytic degradation of the HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogel. 27 

Therefore, the release can be controlled by controlling the degradation of HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogel.  28 
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  1 

Figure 2. Physical parameters of HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and HA-Ty-NH2-B, such as form (a), swelling (b), 2 

water retention (c), and degradation (d), The rheological properties of HA-Ty hydrogel with chemically 3 

and physically peptide of incorporation; (e) storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”)–frequency 4 

dependence of HA-Ty, HA-Ty-NH2/Peptide, and HA-Ty-NH2-Peptide hydrogels at a constant strain of 1%; 5 

(f) storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”)–strain dependence of HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-B, and HA-6 

Ty-NH2-C hydrogels at a constant frequency of 1 Hz at, viscosity-share rate of the HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-7 

B, and HA-Ty-NH2-C solution before crosslinking (g), viscosity-share rate of the HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-B, 8 
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and HA-Ty-NH2-C gel (after crosslinking) (h), SEM micrograph images of the cross-section of HA-Ty (i), HA-1 

Ty-NH2-B (j), and HA-Ty-NH2-C (k) hydrogels with magnification X30, and (l) cumulative peptide release of 2 

HA-Ty, HA-Ty-NH2-B, and HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogels.  3 

3.7 Cell viability  4 

The cell cytocompatibility of the hydrogels was evaluated using MTS and Live/ Dead cell staining. 5 

The conjugated and blended hydrogels were not cytotoxic (Figure 3a). The significant effect of the peptide 6 

on cell viability was detected on the first day of MTS evaluation by comparing the percentage of cell 7 

viability of HA-Ty-NH2-C and HA-Ty-NH2-B with HA-Ty-NH2 (Figure 3a). However, the difference between 8 

the cell viability of the conjugated hydrogels and the blended hydrogels was negligible. The cell viability 9 

of the conjugated hydrogel after three and seven days of cell culture was 19 and 14% higher than the 10 

control hydrogel (HA-Ty-NH2 hydrogel), respectively, while the percentage of cell viability of the blended 11 

hydrogels was lower than the control. According to the release of the peptide from HA-Ty-NH2-B 12 

hydrogels, the released peptide could be leached out by changing the cell media and could then not 13 

promote cell viability on days three and seven. In contrast, the conjugated hydrogels providing the peptide 14 

for seven days increased the viability more than the control and the blended hydrogel. The improvement 15 

of cell viability by increasing the peptide has been reported [57, 58]. Therefore, a sustained release of the 16 

conjugated peptide via the degradation of hydrogels could enhance cell viability and promote the 17 

performance of the peptide.   18 

Performing cell staining after seven days, we were able to observe uniformly distributed cells or 19 

small agglomerates, of which only a few cells were dead (Figure 3 b, c, d). Cell agglomeration was observed 20 

in the case of the presence of the hydrogels with the peptide. Staining results showed cell adherence to 21 

the hydrogels along with high cell viability, indicating the promising prospect of developing peptide-22 

enhanced hydrogel 23 
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 1 

Figure 3. Cell viability results of the hydrogels based on: HA-Ty-NH2, HA-Ty-NH2-C, and HA-Ty-NH2-B (a). 2 

Results are expressed as % cell viability and are the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. 3 

Micrographs show the distribution of all cells (blue) and dead cells (red) on the hydrogels’ surface for 4 

samples obtained from HA-Ty-NH2 (b),  HA-Ty-NH2-C (c), and HA-Ty-NH2-B (d). Columns that do not share 5 

the same letter(s) are significantly different. 6 

3.8 Printability 7 

The solution of HA  is viscous and shear-thinning but lacks shape retention and is not printable [59]. 8 

Hence, to synthesize a printable HA, HA usually is mixed with a self-standing material or multiple chemical 9 

derivatives to give shear thinning properties or the ability for post-printing crosslinking [59]. Wang et al. 10 

synthesized an injectable HA via conjugation Ty on the backbone of HA and enzymatic crosslinking to 11 

deliver peptides for promoting the formation of functional vasculature [60]. The printability of the 12 

conjugated peptide on HA-Ty-NH2 hydrogel by post-photocrosslinking approach was investigated. As seen 13 

in Figure 4, HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogels could easily be printed in different shapes. The printability and stable 14 

structure during HA-Ty printing have been proven in several works [60, 61]. Resolution in extrusion 15 

printing is a complex issue as it is affected by printing pressure, nozzle size and shape, printing speed, and 16 

viscoelastic properties of the material. To provide a quantitative measure for the printability of our 17 

hydrogel precursors in Figures 4a and b,  pore squareness and strand accuracy determined based on the 18 

images of printed grids and lines. More circular pores and lower pore squareness were observed for the 19 

peptide conjugated hydrogels. Pore squareness of HA-Ty-NH2-C was 79.98 ± 3.08. Achieving 100 % of pore 20 

squareness is impossible when printing with soft-hydrogel materials, due to two inevitable reasons. The 21 

width of the hydrogel strand becomes larger than the nozzle size [7] and the area where strands are 22 
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deposited one on another flattens due to the soft nature of the materials used in extrusion printing [4, 6]. 1 

While printing the lines (Figure 4b) we were able to obtain uniform strands, but concomitantly the 2 

material spreadability damaged the strand accuracy [8].  3 

 4 

  5 

Figure 4. (a-f) Different objects were 3D printed using HA-Ty-NH2-C, and photo-crosslinking was 6 

triggered by exposing the objects to UV light. 7 

4 Conclusion  8 

The VW-9 peptide was conjugated on aminated HA-Ty via interaction between the primary amine of 9 

ethylenediamine of HA-Ty-NH2 and the carboxylic acid of the peptide. Incorporating the peptide into the 10 

HA-Ty-NH2 hydrogel either via conjugation or blending increased the swelling capacity, and accelerated 11 

hydrolytic degradation of the hydrogels. The conjugated peptide could decrease the rate of water 12 

evaporation from HA-Ty-NH2-C hydrogel due to the weak interaction of hydrophilic groups of the peptide 13 

with molecules of water, while in the blended hydrogel, the ratio of water evaporation was higher than 14 

conjugated hydrogel due to rapid release of peptide and diminishing of polar groups. However, the 15 

presence of the peptide in the structure of the hydrogels did not change the rheological properties and 16 

morphology of the hydrogels. HA-Ty-NH2-B hydrogels released 69% of the incorporated peptides in the 17 

first six h. The conjugated hydrogel showed better cell viability on days 3 and 7 compared to the blended 18 

hydrogel. The hydrogel was printed with different geometry to evaluate their potential to design various 19 

wound dressings.  20 
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